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1. Introduction 

A traditional public-key cryptosystem provides 

confidentiality through public key encryption, and 

authenticity through digital signatures. In such a 

system, each of the participants maintain a pair of 

keys, in order to perform either of the two operations-

encryption or signing. The notion of Identity-Based 

Encryption (IBE) was proposed as an economical 

alternative to public-key infrastructures. A 

generalization of IBE is Attribute Based encryption 

(ABE) which enables fine-grained access control 

towards confidential data instead of the traditional 

coarse-grained one and there by facilitate granting 

differential access rights to a set of users and allow 

flexibility in specifying the access rights of individual 

users.  

In many distributed systems, a user should only be 

able to access data, on possession of certain set of 

attributes, which is achieved using ABE scheme. They 

are classified into two cases: Cipher-Policy Attribute 

Based Encryption (CP-ABE) and Key-Policy Attribute 

Based Encryption (KP-ABE). In CPABE, attributes 

will be assigned to a ciphertext (when creating the 

ciphertext) and policies will be assigned to users/keys 

by an authority (who creates the keys). A key can 

decrypt only those cipher texts whose attributes satisfy 

the policy.  

The formal definition of an Attribute Based 

Broadcast Encryption (ABBE) scheme consists of the 

following three phases [9]: 

 Setup (k,l,B(ui)1≤i≤I ): with input, a security 

parameter k, the total number of users l, and the 

attribute repartition B(ui) for each user, returns an 

encryption key and decryption keys corresponding 

to each receiver. 

 Encrypt (ek; A): Taking the encryption key ek and 

an access policy A as input, it returns a header and a 

session key SK from a finite set of encryption keys. 

 Decrypt (A; hdr; dki): With a decryption key dki, a 

header and an access policy A as input, it returns the 

session key SK if and only if B(ui) satisfies A. 

Otherwise, it outputs the symbol ┴ (null). 

The rapid progress in the technologies underlying 

multicast networking has led to the development of 

many group oriented applications, such as pay-per-

view, online teaching, teleconferencing and communal 

gaming. In these applications group members 

subscribe to different data streams and members have 

different access privileges. In multi-privileged groups, 

multiple data streams are to be broadcast to the users 

based on their privileges. A Data Group (DG) in a 

multi-privileged group consists of the users who can 

access a particular resource and a Service Group (SG) 

consists of users who are authorized to access exactly 

the same set of resources. 

This paper, presents an ABBE scheme, which is based 

on Decisional Bilinear Diffie Hellman (DBDH) 

problem and Decisional Diffie Hellman (DDH) 

Problem.  
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2. Related Work 

Attribute based encryption was first introduced by 

Sahai and Waters [17]. An IBE with fuzzy identity 

under attributes has been proposed in [3]. The first 

collusion-resistant ABE scheme which produces 

constant size cipher texts was presented in [6]. Sun et 

al. [18], have proposed a KPABBE by combining with 

Waters dual system encryption, ABE and BE system. 

An encryption scheme for multi-privileged group 

communications, combining a collusion-resistant BE 

and a KP-ABE system, was proposed in [20]. 

An access control mechanism using CPABE and 

user revocation capability has been discussed in [7]. A 

first Traceable CP-ABE system supporting any 

monotone access structures, was proposed in [10]. An 

ABBE scheme which associates a polynomial with 

every user based on the data streams he needs to access 

and a cipher text associated with another polynomial 

based on the attribute set was proposed in [11]. 

An ABE scheme that allows a user’s private key to 

be expressed in terms of any access formula over 

attributes was provided in [15]. The first construction 

of a CP-ABE scheme having a security proof based on 

a number theoretic assumption was given in [5]. An 

ABBE scheme that attains information theoretical 

minimal storage overhead was provided in [26]. 

A CP-ABE scheme with access formula involving  

and  boolean operators, was provided in [8]. A 

scheme that allows an encryptor to use any AND gate 

as access policy on the ciphertext was provided in [4]. 

A lightweight ABE scheme based on ECC, a scheme 

with access policy in terms of LISS matrix over the 

attributes, a HABE model to achieve fine-grained 

access control in cloud computing, an ABE schemes 

with constant-size cipher texts were presented in [1, 2, 

21, 25], respectively. 

An integrated key graph for all members having 

different access privileges in hierarchical multi-group 

key management scheme was presented in [19]. A 

dynamic access control scheme for group 

communications, supporting multiple service groups 

with different access privileges was proposed in [12]. 

A group key management scheme called ID-based 

Hierarchical Key Graph Scheme (IDHKGS) for secure 

multi-privileged group communications employing a 

key graph was proposed by Wang et al. [22, 23]. 

Group key management for multi-privileged groups 

using batch rekeying and Non-split balancing higher 

order trees were discussed in [13, 14]. A key 

agreement scheme to enable secure group 

communications, using IBBE methodology is 

presented in [24]. This paper presents a CPABE 

scheme for multi-privileged group of users. 

 

 

3. Definitions and Computational 

Assumptions  

This section presents the definitions and computational 

assumptions needed for the proposed scheme. 

 Access policy: An access control policy would be a 

policy that defines the kind of users who would 

have permissions to read the documents. For 

example, in an academic setting, the grade-sheets of 

a class may be accessible only to a professor 

handling the course and some teaching assistants of 

that course. The various credentials of the predicate 

are called attributes and the predicate itself which 

represents the access policy as the access structure. 

 Decisional diffie hellman assumption: Let G be a 

multiplicative cyclic group of order p, with 

generator g. A probabilistic polynomial-time 

adversary has a negligible probability of 

distinguishing (g
a
 ,g

b
 ,g

ab
), for random

*, pba  and 

(g
a
, g

b
, g

c
), for random 

*,, pcba  . 

 Decisional diffie hellman problem: distinguishing 

the two distributions (X=g
a
 ,Y =g

b
 ,dh(X,Y)=g

ab
) 

and(X =g
a
 ,Y =g

b
 ,Z =g

c
) for random X, Y, Z  G is 

the DDH problem. The DDH assumption states that 

the DDH problem is hard. 

4. Attribute based Broadcast Encryption 

for Multi-Privileged Groups 

Consider a group of users with multiple privileges 

under different service groups S Gj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,, where m 

denotes the number of service groups. Let nj denote the 

number of users in SGj and IDij, 1 ≤ i ≤ nj, denotes the 

identity of the i
th
 user in the service group SGj. Let G, 

GT be two cyclic groups of prime order p and ê  is a 

bilinear pairing defined as TGGXGe :ˆ . Let H1 be a 

cryptographic hash function defined as 

GH *

1 }1,0{:  and P be the master public key. Let 

N ={a1, a2, a3, ...at}be the set of attributes. We 

consider access structures that consist of AND gates 

only and whose inputs are literals. It is denoted as 

1
~aIai

  where I  N and every 1
~a  is a literal

))(~( 1 ii anotoraa  . The various phases of the 

proposed scheme are given below.  

 Setup: The Key Distribution Center (KDC) runs 

Setup with security parameter k and the set of all 

attributes N as input and gives the public parameters 

as output tuple. The KDC chooses a cryptographic 

hash function GH *

1 }1,0{:  and constructs the 

bilinear mapping TGGXGe :ˆ . The KDC selects 

a random integer pr from Z
*
p as the master secret 

key using which it computes the master public key 

P. It also generates the public parameters  
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𝑔ℎ𝑖𝑝  for positive attributes, 𝑔ℎ𝑖𝑛  for negative 

attributes and 𝑔ℎ𝑖𝑑  for don’t care attributes. It 

outputs the tuple

  ti

dh

ti

nh

ti

ph

T
iii gggHPeGGp 1111 }{,}{,}{,,,ˆ,,, as the 

public parameter. 

 Extract: The users authenticate themselves with their 

ID’s and the KDC gets their corresponding secret key 

SK according to the set of attributes they possess. 

Extract takes as input the identity IDij of the user, the 

master private key pr, and the set S of attributes 

possessed by the users. The KDC computes the secret 

key
ijIDS  corresponding to the identity IDij as H1 (IDij)

PY
. 

The KDC computes the key for the attributes possessed 

by the user as below: For each of the attributes in N, the 

KDC chooses random 
*

pir  and computes 



n

i

rprir

1

The KDC sets 




















S \ N ,)(

 if ,)(

1

1

iaifprnhr
g

Siaprphr
g

Dj
ii

ii

 

For all ai  N, the KDC sets 
1

)(


 prdhr

i
iigF . It also 

sets 
rgD ˆ  and gives the secret key

 DFDSSK iiIDij

ˆ,,, . 

 Encrypt: the sender selects the sets of identities of the 

users S1, S2, S3, …, Sm from the corresponding service 

groups to whom the messages M1, M2, M3,…Mm 

respectively has to be broadcast. The sender also defines 

a policies W1, W2, W3,…Wm for the corresponding 

service groups, from the set of attributes. The sender 

runs encrypt to get the cipher text Cj generated from the 

message Mj for each service group SGj using the 

corresponding session key SKj and Tj generated from 

policy. Kij is computed for each selected user in Sj using 

bilinear pairing with Y1 where Y1 is computed as 1y
g , 

with a random
*

1 py  . The lcm of all sK ij '  is 

computed as Lcmj for the set Sj. The system of 

congruences, )(mod jj LcmSKX   where SKj= 

e(g,g)
skj

, skj 
*

pR   is solved using CRT to get Xj. With 

the policy Wj and 2

2

y
gY  ,where 

*

2 py  , it performs 

the following: 















attributestcaredonfor
ydh

gge

attributesnegativefor
ynh

gge

attributespositivefor
yph

gge

jT

i

i

i

',
)(

),(ˆ

,
)(

),(ˆ

,
)(

),(ˆ

2

2

2

 

Then the product of iT 's  is computed to get jT and the 

message is encrypted as 
jjjj MSKTC )(  .The 

sender broadcasts <Hdr,C> where 

}1,{}1,{

},1,{,,,, 21

mjCCandmjWW

mjXXYYWXHdr

jj

j




 

 Decrypt: after receiving the tuple <Hdr, C>, the user 

with identity IDij computes the key Kij using bilinear 

pairing from his secret key 
ijIDS  and Y1. The user 

recovers SKj by performing Xj modulo Kij. The user 

also computes Tj using his keys for the attributes. 

The user with the corresponding secret key 

computes,  



























policytheinnotattributesotherforprdhr
g

policytheinattributesnegativetheforprnhr
g

policytheinattributespositivetheforprphr
g

Dj

ii

ii

ii

,,)(

,)(

,)(

1

1

1

 

using which he finds ),(ˆ 2YDeT ii  for each iD . Then 

the user also computes ),ˆ(ˆ 2YDe  and gets Tj. Then the 

user decrypts the cipher text Cj using SKj and Tj to 

obtain the message Mj.  

Algorithm 1 illustrates the proposed algorithm in 

pseudocode. 

Algorithm 1: Proposed algorithm 

Setup (k, N = {a1, a2, a3, …at})  

S1:  Construct a bilinear mapping 
TGGXGe :ˆ  where 

, TG G  are cyclic groups of prime order p, with 

| |p k .  

S2:  Select a generator g  G and pr  *
p  

S3:  Compute P = g
pr

. 

 The master public, secret key(msk) pair is (P, pr). 

S4:  Choose a hash function GH *

1 }1,0{:   

S5: The public parameters corresponding to the three types of 

occurrences of the attributes are, 
phphph tggg ,...., 21 , for 

positive attributes 

 
nhnhnh tggg ,...., 21 , for negative attributes 

 𝑔ℎ1𝑑 ,𝑔ℎ2𝑑 ,…𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑑 , for don’t care case of 

attributes. 

S6:  Output the public parameters as 

 ti
dih

gti
nih

gti
pih

gHPeTGGp 1}{,1}{,1}{,1,,ˆ,,,  

Extract (IDij, pr, S={ai}) 

S1:  Compute the secret key of user with identity IDij as 

pr
ijIDHIDS

ij
)(1 .  

S2:  Select random 
*

pir   for every attribute ai  N, 

such that 



n

i
i rprr

1

  

S3: For each ai  N, set ,
1

)(


 prphr

i
iigD  if Sai  , 

otherwise set 
1

)(


 prnhr

i
iigD  

S4:  For each ai  N , set 
1

)(


 prdhr

i
iigF  

S5:  Set 
rgD ˆ . 

S6:  The secret key  DFDSSK iiIDij

ˆ,,,  

})1,1

|{{,},1|({

mjni

IDSjWmjMEncrypt

j

ijjj
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S1:  Choose random 
*

1 py   and compute 1

1

y
gY    

S2:  For each set Sj perform the following: 

 S2-1: Select random 
*

pjsk   and compute  

      jsk

j ggeSK ),(ˆ    

 S2-2: Select random 
*

2 py     and compute      

       2y
g and 2

2

y
gY   

 S2-3: For each selected user i  of  Sj  with  identity IDij  

compute 1)),(1(ˆ
y

PijIDHeijK   

       S2-3: Compute Lcmj = lcm {Kij}   

 S2-4: Compute )(mod jLcmjSKX    using  CRT 

and get Xj  

 S2-5: For the policy iIiaj aW ~
  perform the 

following: 

  For each 2)(
),(ˆ,

ypih
ii ggeTIa  , if

ii aa ~
.  

  For each 2)(
),(ˆ,

ynih
ii ggeTIa  ,      

        if )(~
ii anota  . 

  For each ia  N\I, 2)(
),(ˆ

ydih
i ggeT   

 S2-6: Compute 



t

i
ij TT

1

  

 S2-7: Compute 
jjjj MSKTC )(   

S3 :  Set  }1,{}1,{ mjjCandCmjjWW   and 

}1,{ mjXX j       

S4:  Set Hdr = < X, W, Y1, Y2 >   

S5: Broadcast <Hdr, C>   to the receivers. 

Decrypt (SK, Hdr, C) 

The receiver with identity IDij, in the service group SGj 

performs the following steps: 

S1: Computes ),(ˆ 1YSeK
iIDij   

S2:  Computes
ijjj KXSK mod   

S3:  For each Iai  , if ii aa ~
 and Sai  , then 

     )2,
1

)((ˆ)2,(ˆ YprpihirgeYiDeiT


  

 Similarly if )(~
ii anota  and Sai  , then  

     ),)((ˆ),(ˆ
2

1

2
YgeYDeT prnihir

ii


  

 For each Iai 
~

, compute  

     ),)((ˆ),(ˆ 22

1

YgeYFeT prdhr

ii
ii


  

S4:  Computes )2,ˆ(ˆ*

1

YDe
t

i
iTjT
















  

S5:  Decrypts the cipher text Cj  and gets Mj by computing   

jjjj TSKCM /)(    

5. Proof of Correctness 

The correctness of decryption of the proposed scheme 

is justified below: 

The KDC computes the key Kij, using )(1 ijIDH  a 

random 
*

1 py   and g
pr

 as below: 

11 ),(ˆ)),((ˆ 1

yprhy

ijij ggePIDHeK ij  

ijprhy
gge 1),(ˆ  

)(mod jj LcmSKX   

Xj is computed using CRT with Equation (2). 

Assuming that the policy described considers the 

attributes from a1 to ax as positive, from ax+1 to la  as 

negative and the remaining attributes from 1la   to ta  

as don’t care. That is ii aa ~  for i = 1 to x, 

)(~
ii anota   for i = x +1 to l and the remaining ia~  

from i = l + 1 to t are considered as don’t care case. 

The KDC also computes each of the following  

xiggeT
yph

i
i  1,),(ˆ 2)(

 

lixggeT
ynh

i
i  1,),(ˆ 2)(

 

tilggeT
ydh

i
i  1,),(ˆ 2)(  

The product of Equations (3), (4), and (5) yields 














t

li
ydih

l

xi
ynih

x

i
ypih

gge
t

i
iTjT 1

2)(
1

2)(
1

2)(

),(ˆ

1

 

Finally the KDC computes, 

jjjj MSKTC )(   

The selected receiver with the message <Hdr, C>, 

having the attributes satisfying the policy, computes 

the keys Kij, using the secret key 
ijIDS and Y1 as below: 

ijij

ij

prhy
gge

y
g

prh
geYIDSeijK 11 ),(ˆ),(ˆ)1,(ˆ     

)
)(

),(ˆ)2,)((ˆ)2,(ˆ 2

11 pryprphr
ggeYprphr

geYiDeiT iiii

 





xi
yphr

gge ii 


 1,
)(

),(ˆ 2    

)),(ˆ),)((ˆ),(ˆ 2
11 )(

22

pryprnhrprnhr

ii
iiii ggeYgeYDeT

 


lixgge
ynhr ii 


1,),(ˆ 2)(

 

)),(ˆ),)((ˆ),(ˆ 2
11 )(

22
pryprdhrprdhr

ii
iiii ggeYgeYDeT

 


tilgge
ydhr ii 


1,),(ˆ 2)(

 

22 ),(ˆ),(ˆ),ˆ(ˆ 2

rprypryr

i ggeggeYDeT
   

Product of 9, 10, 11 and 12 yields 

2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

),(ˆ*

),(ˆ*),(ˆ
)()()(

rpry

yrydhynhyph

gge

ggegge

t

i
i

t

li
i

l

xi
i

x

i
i



 
  

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

),(ˆ*

),(ˆ*),(ˆ
)()()(

rpry

ryydhynhyph

gge

ggegge

t

i

i

t

li

i

l

xi

i

x

i

i



 
   

2

21

2

1

2

1

2

),(ˆ*

),(ˆ*),(ˆ
)()()(

rpry

rpry
ydhynhyph

gge

ggegge

t

li

i

l

xi

i

x

i

i



 
   

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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j

ydhynhyph

Tgge

t

li

i

l

xi

i

x

i

i




 



1

2

1

2

1

2 )()()(

),(ˆ  

Using Kij from Equation 8, 

SKj = Xj mod Kij 

j

ydhynhyph

jj MggeSKC

t

li

i

l

xi

i

x

i

i

*),(ˆ 1

2

1

2

1

2 )()()( 
 



 

Dividing Equation 14 by 13 gives Mj. Hence the 

correctness is proved. 

6. Discussion 

There are not many ABBE schemes of constant size 

header. The security properties of the proposed scheme 

are analyzed in this section. 

 Forward secrecy and backward secrecy: The 

members who have quit the group should not be 

able to know the later session keys and the users 

who have newly joined the group should not be able 

to access the previous broadcast contents. The 

cipher text is computed using two session keys SKj 

and Tj which are randomly generated for every 

session. After recovering SKj only, the user can 

decrypt using the attributes. The computational part 

of SKj, from Xj helps in preserving forward and 

backward secrecy of the scheme. For every session, 

new values of Kij are computed for all the selected 

users. These 
ijK s  are determined by a random

*

1 py   and hence Lcmj, which depends on Kij also 

changes for every session. Therefore the system of 

congruences and hence its solution changes in every 

session, preserving forward and backward secrecy. 

So a new user cannot deduce the previous keys as 

his identity was not included in the computation of 

Xj. Similarly an old user, who is not currently a 

member of the group cannot obtain the key SKj as 

his identity IDij was not included in the computation 

of SKj. 

 Stateless users: The users are stateless as their 

private keys are independent of the broadcast. The 

private keys of the users do not change for each 

session and cannot be updated through the lifetime 

of the system and hence the users are stateless.  

 Constant Size Cipher text: In the proposed scheme, 

the sender sends Hdr = < X, W, Y1, Y2 > where X = {

jX ; 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, W = { jW , 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. The size of 

the cipher text is independent of the number of users 

and number of attributes. The scheme provides a 

constant size header for each group consisting of 

four elements for decryption purpose for each 

service group. 

Scheme in [11] sends the polynomial of order of 

attributes in the header whereas the proposed scheme 

needs only four elements, two from G, one from GT 

and an access structure to be multicast in the header. 

Hence the header size of proposed scheme is relatively 

smaller as compared to scheme in [11]. The size of the 

header is similar to that of the scheme by in [26]. 

7. Security Analysis 

In this section, confidentiality of the scheme is proved 

in random oracle model. Also the efficiency of the 

scheme is analyzed and compared with that of some of 

the existing schemes. Even though standard model 

security proof is possible for the proposed attribute 

based encryption scheme, we need random oracle 

model since the identities of the selected users are 

hashed using hash functions that are random. The 

security of the proposed scheme reduces to solving the 

DBDH problem and DDH Problem. The security of the 

proposed scheme is proved against indistinguishability 

under chosen plain text attack (IND-CPA attack). 

The proof is modeled using a game between the 

adversary A and the challenger C. 

 Theorem 1: If A is an adversary against the 

proposed ABBE scheme with advantage ' , then 

using A, two more adversaries ADBDH and ADDH can 

be constructed against DBDH and DDH 

respectively with advantages 1  and 2  respectively 

where '21   . 

 Proof: A reductionist argument is presented 

assuming that there exists a PPT adversary A that 

has non-negligible advantage against the proposed 

scheme. Let C, be the challenger who simulates the 

results to answer for queries from the adversary. 

 Initialization: During this phase, the adversary A 

sends the challenger C the set of identities 
*

jS  of the 

users and the access structure W
*
 on which A wants 

to be challenged.  

 Setup: During this phase, C generates the public 

parameters. C chooses a random g
a
 from G and sets 

it as the master public key. C also sets the public 

parameters for the positive attributes, negative 

attributes and the don’t care attributes as 

ti

dah

ti

nah

ti

pah iii ggg  111 }{,}{,}{ .C chooses a hash 

function GH *

1 }1,0{: , a pairing 

TGGXGe :ˆ . C outputs the public parameters









Tti

ph

ti

dah

ti

nah

ti

pah

GGegH

gggPgp

i

iii

,,ˆ,}{,

,}{,}{,}{,,,

11

111
.  

 Phase 1: The adversary A submits a list of attributes 

S
*
 along with an identity IDij for private key query 

where 
*

jij SID  . Adversary can query the random 

oracle H1 at any time. C maintains a hash list H1T 

which consists of the five tuples 
*

1 ),,),(,,( pijIDijijij hSmarkIDHhID
ij

  and all 

(13) 

(14) 
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variables are initially assigned null. Let the 

probability of marking an identity IDij be . When 

an identity IDij is marked, value one is assigned to 

mark in H1T. Given a IDij query, C searches for that 

IDij in H1T and outputs the corresponding H1(IDij), 

if it is present. Otherwise C  does the following:  

1. Selects random r, 
*

pijh   

2.  Computes H1(IDij) as ijh
g , for marked cases and 

H1(IDij) as ijrh
g , for unmarked cases. 

3. Stores the tuple (IDij, hij, H1(IDij)) in H1T.  

4. Gives the result H1(IDij) to the adversary. 

For the list submitted by the adversary, the challenger 

generates a private key of the user IDij with attributes 

as below: C chooses a random 
*

pijh   and computes 

ij

ij

ha

ID gSK )( . For the attribute set S, C considers 

tiip arr  1

'}{  where 
*'

pRir   for all the attributes. C 

generates the private key }{
' phr iig


for the set S and 

}{
' nhr iig


for the set N \ S. C also generates ti

dhr iig 



1}{
'

 

for all the attributes and sets .ˆ )( '


 irgD  

Correctness of the keys generated by C is described 

below: 

The private key 
ijIDSK  of the original scheme is 

prhijg )(  which is 
prhijg where 

prg  is the master public 

key. Similarly C has considered g
a 

as the master public 

key and has generated ijhag )(  as the secret key of the 

user, which shows the correctness of the key 
ijIDSK  

generated by C. The private key component 

corresponding to the attributes in the original scheme 

are 
1'

)(
 prphr iig  for the attributes in S. Hence  

phrpr
pr

phr iiii ggegge





),(ˆ),(ˆ
1

' )(
 

Similarly the key component generated by the 

challenger C is 1ir h P
g


 which in turn gives 

pahrpahraphr iiiiii ggeggegge


 ),(),(),(ˆ
')(  

Equations 16 and 17 prove the correctness of the keys 

Di, Fi generated by the challenger. 

 Challenge query: The adversary A gives two 

messages M0, M1 to the challenger. The challenger 

generates a cipher text for the set 
*

jS  using W
*
 and 

outputs the same. 

 Phase 2: In addition to extract queries, the adversary 

is also given access to H1 query, which doesn’t give 

any additional advantage. 

 Guess: The adversary makes a guess for b. If b b 

then the adversary wins the game. 

If  2/1)'( bbP , then it means, the adversary 

has correctly solved the DBDH problem to find the 

correc SKj. Since jj SKC  is the first part of 

decryption, where ijjj KXSK mod  and K ij can be 

correctly found upon solving DBDH by distinguishing 

between )),(ˆ,,,,( 11
pryhyprhpr ijij ggegggg  and 

,,,,( 1yprhpr gggg ij )z  The second part of decryption 

needs the adversary to distinguish between

),,,( 22 pryypr gggg  and ),,,( 2 cypr gggg , solving the 

DDH problem. If the adversary wins the game, then it 

can be used by the adversaries to solve DBDH problem 

and DDH problem with advantages 1 and 2  

respectively, where '21   . Hence the security 

proof. 

8. Conclusions and Future Works 

An attribute based broadcast encryption scheme for 

multi privileged group of users is proposed in this 

paper. The proposed scheme produces a constant size 

header to be broadcast. The proposed scheme provides 

stateless users, and it preserves forward as well as 

backward secrecy of users. The size of the header of 

the proposed scheme is relatively less than the scheme 

in [11]. The security of the proposed scheme has been 

analyzed under random oracle model and has been 

proved to be IND-CPA secure under Decisional 

Bilinear Diffie Hellman problem and Decisional Diffie 

Hellman problem. The proposed scheme has been 

modelled using AND gates whereas schemes 

supporting any access structure could be developed in 

future. 
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